Fertiliser Spreaders
Wagtail (Pendulum) Fertiliser Spreaders

The Fleming Wagtail (Pendulum) Fertiliser Spreaders have been
designed for spreading granulated fertiliser. The Wagtail spreader
is an extremely versatile machine, suited for use on smaller
tractors as well as a cost effective means of spreading large
volumes of granulated fertiliser on bigger farms. The Fleming
Wagtail spreader comes in 2 main sizes; The FSC500W which can
be fitted with an extension up to 600 litres and the FSC800W
which can be fitted with extensions up to 1400 litres.
Wagtail model options include:
- FSW500 (500L)
- FSW600 (600L)
- FSW800 (800L)
- FSW1000 (1000L)
- FSW1250 (1250L)
-FSW1400 (1400L)

Glass Fibre reinforced hopper which does not rust or deteriorate
Variable Spreading widths from 6m - 12m
Parts are compatible with other makes of spreaders.
Optional hydraulic shut off
Optional dry salt spreader attachment

Load
Capacity

Max
Height

FSW500

500L

1.000m

FSW800

800L

1.070m

600L

1.035m

FSW1000

1000L

1.200m

FSW1400

1400L

FSW600

FSW1250

1250L
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1.300m
1.350m
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Spreading
Width

Weight

6 - 12m

130kg

6 - 12m

175kg

6 - 12m

155kg

6 - 12m

178kg

6 - 12m

195kg

6 - 12m

190kg
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Fertiliser Spreaders
Single Disc Fertiliser Spreader

The Fleming tractor mounted single disc Fertiliser Spreader
(spinner) has been designed as a value for money machine for
spreading granulated fertiliser and dried salt. A very versatile
unit,well suited for use on smaller tractors for a cost effective
means of spreading granulated fertiliser on equestrian and hobby
small holdings as well as larger undulating grassland and hill
farms. Can be fitted with a salt spreading kit for use in winter for
keeping roads, drives, car parks etc clear from frost and snow.
The Fleming single disc spreader come in 2 sizes;
Single Disc Spinner models include:
- 315kg (FS300)
- 450kg (FS500)

4 adjustable spreading fins for even distribution of material.
Spreading disc and fins made from stainless steel for longer life
Cat. 1 lift arm pins.
Optional Agitator
Optional cable control shut off.
Attachment available for spreading dry salt and sand.
(Not suitable for rock salt)
Optional cover

FS300
FS500

Load
Capacity

Spreading
Width

Height

Weight

315kg

6m - 10m

1.05m

54kg

450kg
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6m - 10m
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1.13m

60kg
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Fertiliser Spreaders
Trailed Spreaders
The Fleming trailed single disc Fertiliser Spreader (spinner) is
designed for spreading granulated fertiliser and dried salt, for
use on small tractors, garden vehicles and other compact
machines such as quads which do not have a P.T.O shaft. The
movement of the wheels through the gearbox which is fitted on
the main axle makes the spreading disc turn. The forward speed
of the tractor determines the spreading width.
A very versatile unit, well suited for use on green areas, gardens,
equestrian and hobby small holdings. Can be fitted with a salt
spreading kit for use in winter for keeping roads, drives, car
parks etc clear from frost and snow.

(FSC180T)
Ideal for sports pitches, gardens, small parks & paddocks.
4 adjustable spreading fins for even distribution of material.
Spreading disc and fins made from stainless steel for longer life
Direct Drive
Robust plastic hopper
50mm Ball hitch
Optional Agitator
Optional cover
Attachment available for spreading dry salt and sand.
(Not suitable for rock salt)

FSC180T

Load
Capacity
213L
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Spreading
Width
6m
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Weight
80kgs

Number
of Fins
4
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